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’Slum Lord’ Provides Low Rent Housing
EDITOR’S NOTE: This article was written by a
coed who asked that her name be withheld so
her landlord would not evict her.
NN’e rent what is called a "furnished
It has
apartment of the lowrent t
many charming features and I would like
to point out a few to enlighten those students who are now reciting what are called
"furnished apartments of the high -rent
type."
Let’s start with our front door. It is a
huge Victorian type, (made snore giantlike by the contrasting adjacent closet
door that was made for Alice-of-the-Wonderland type.) The on
door-knob
and lock have long since been sent to
the heaven for gallant door-knobs and
locks. Two snore were tried, but they
could not match the fortitude of the original one, and have fallen away tee dust
and ashes.
The molding surrounding the door,
upon learning of the loss of its friends.
Door-Knob and Door-Lock, started a most
annoying, but real deterioration. Just recently it sighed its last sigh and went the

-

way of all good V ietorian molding to hell.
We also leave a gardener provided its
our "shim lorewho trims and "debugs" the, overgrown rose bushes one a
month. tie does mow the lawn, hut only
evem other month.
In the back are three lid -less garbage
cans which overflow once a week, leaving
is backlog of debris scattered about the.
beautifully landscaped bramhledmshed
backyard. The fly and baby flybetter
known as a maggotinfested overflow invites neighborhood dogs to join our dog
and cat in a perpetual frolieking, devilmay-care picnic.
Now about our kitchen. The health inspector has told our neighbors it is illegal to have wood within 18 inches of the
sink. Our sink is almost entirely made out
of wood. Our stove constantly leaks gas
and has be-en painted by some enlightened
artist to match the entire decor of the
house, including the toilet seat.
One nicest have had three years training in evasive maneuvers to avoid being

hit een the head lev the falling freezercompartment door inioti lee- ()run the
refrigerator.
V.
skip over the living room because
it is impossible to ile,-cribe. Not that in
able beauty there aren’t any
its unment
g attribute-. such as walls which
repulse and reject any object that we try
to hang there tic break the monotony of
beige-om}ccige-ombeige.
It is better to move (ill to the hall
which is presently transformed into a
study. One must freeze to death in order
g of learned ento obtain the full mei
deavors. The heater is in the bedroom,
which is to the left and two doors away.
These are all the features I will tell
you almut. I hope I have brought sonic
insights into the lists of those people living in "high -rent type" furnished apartments. I think it is sad that only those
students who are poor have been able to
enjoy the enrapturing serenity of a turnbling-down I
se.
Pass the aspirin, please.

Says Hershey
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The External Policy Committee,
a standing committee of the Student Council, yesterday decided to
Introduce a resolution at council’s
next meeting requesting Sen. Clark
Bradley, R,-San Jose, to meet with
Student Council and Academic
Council.
The invitation will request Sen.
Bradley to discuss his recent
condemnation of Jabberwock, the
Experimental College’s newspaper,
as being a Communist inspired
publication.
Sen. Bradley last week labeled
the Jabberwock as part of a leftwing conspiracy to "undermine
America."
"These people are aiding and
abetting the Communist cause by
using some provisions of the constitution to destroy our constitution," he said.
His accusation followed an Interview with the Jabberwock staff.
He also called Foothill College’s
"Fairly Free Thinker" a porno-

Political Forum
To View Vietnam
Nuremberg Trials

Iv

ink.
ake
aily
165

City Hearing
Begins Today
For Sanchez

Student Council May
Invite Bradley Here

"The Relevance of Nuremberg to
Vietnam" will be the first of a
series of political forums to be
sponsored by the Political Science
Department.
Dr. Kent Schellenger, assistant
professor of political science, will
speak on the subject at 12:30 Monday in Cafeteria A and B.
Second in the series, according
to Roy Young, instructor in political science and originator of the
forum idea, will be a discussion of
civil disobedience.
Dr. Robert Sasseen, assistant
professor of political science, and
Dr. Paul Dickert, assistant professor of geology, will contrast pro
and con views on the issue.
Young said that the programs
would be the first two of the series
which will expand in the spring
semester dependent on student interest.
In the spring, according to
Young, the forums will feature an
emphasis on the platforms and issues of the upcoming presidential
race. He said he hopes to arrange
for speakers representing the views
of all the contenders to appear on
campus.
Other subjects he listed as possibilities for the forum include
Black Power and the New Left.
Vaunt-, said he WPientrIPC ins.
ithaui tin subjects fur the series,

graphic magazine and added it to
his list of "non-constitutional,
communist inspired" publications.
Council also wants to ask Sen.
Bradley’s reasons concerning the
policies of certain faculty members
and the tutorials program, which
he also criticized, according to the
committee.

Vaughn to Open
Peace Corps Week
In Speech Today
Jack Hood Vaughn, director of
the Peace Corps who replaced Sargent Shriver in 1966, will appear
on campus today and speak with
students from 2:30 to 3:30 in
Home Ec 1.
Vaughn will appear at a coffee
hour-reception as the guest of
Circle K.
His visit will begin Peace Corps
Week on campus. Peace Corps
Volunteers will be on campus at
a table in front of the cafeteria
to answer student’s questions and
give the corps’ placement test.
Paul Dorroh, one of the volunteers, told of growth of the agency.
He said by the end of this year
the corps will have nearly 15,000
volunteers in 58 countries.
The corps teaches 81 different
languages in its training programs
31 of which had never been
taught before in the United
States, Dorroh said.
He also noted the fact that the
corps has increased its language
training from about 200 hours in
its first programs to almost 400
hours (the equivalent of two and
one half years of college language)
in most current programs.
"Feedback" has become a growing force ln the organization of
the corps, noted Dorroh. The language program increases are a result of this feedback.
He also said that program
changes frequently come about as
a result of the feedback from the
volunteers.

Death Penalty
The
SAN FRANCISCO (API
State Supreme Court set the stage
yesterday for a hearing into the
constitutionality of California’s
death penalty.
It issued orders to show cause in
the cases of two killers on death
row and said it will arrange a
special calendar early next year to
hoar four major sit:irks on capital
punisluneuts,

photo by A. J. Dubiel

DRIVE GOBBLES UP GOODIES
OPERATION THANKSGIVING gets under way as the first donated canned goods are loaded into the Circle K -Associated
Women Students trailer on Seventh S+. Left to right are Maryanna Clark, AWS president, Karen Sar+ori, Sharon Slade, Brian
Burgess, Circle K vice-president, Julie Stoddard and Sharon
Mooney. Foodstuffs donated by campus living groups and commuters will be turned over to the Salvation Army for distribution among local needy families.

Flicks Feature
Back Seat Love
In Rolls Royce
Love in the back seat is the
theme of tonight’s Friday Flicks,
"The Yellow Rolls Royee", starring
GReeoxrIgle (arr7I
Bergman and
Scott.
Shown at 6:30 and 9:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. the 122minute color film is divided into
three separate episodes concerning
a British nobleman, a gangster and
a rich American widow, all using
the rear of the Rolls to its best
advantage.
Admission to renege community
its 35 cents.

HAIL OF BRICKS

He had responded to a call to
Ace Towing, 181 N. Virginia, to
haul away a vehicle from the
Sigma Chi parking lot on 10th St.
near San Antonio and was met by
a hail of bricks, rocks and bottles
from the students.
The younger Sanchez told police
at the scene he had found the
night stick over a year ago and
that it had been in the company
office ever since.
A night stick, in the possession
of persons other than law enforcement officers, is considered a "danSJS Security Chief Elmer Gra- gerous and deadly weapon," acham two weeks ago described the cording to Lt. Lewis Haller of the
tape decks as a "fast moving hot San Jose Police Department.
item" and said that he thought
SJS WITNESSES
that most of the cars that had
been broken into was the work of
Sanchez Jr. was hound over to
a well organized group. He added country authorities after a prelimithat he thought they specialized nary hearing Tuesday and released
In any large collection of vehicles on $220 bail.
within the San Jose City limits.
The hearing of Frank Sanchez
San Jose pollee recently ar- Sr., on police charges of "had
rested several teenagers who had moral character" in the conduct of
been inaking tape deck theft a his business, Is expected to end
profession, according to Lt. Lewis today, according to a police spokesHaller, reserve director.
man. If a decision is made against
"Our biggest problem is making the towing owner, he will lose his
the charge stick after we arrest San Jose business license. Several
them," Haller said. "Unless we SJS students have appeared as witactually catch them in the act or nesses in the ease.
car owner can produce the serial
number of the stolen tape deck
we have to let them go- -even if
we know the items are hot."
Haller added that once a person
was convicted nothing prevents
him from returning to his same
habits and robbing parked cars
once again.
A Seventh Street draft alternaOther crimes include plowling, tive booth will be sponsored by
burglary, and other petty thefts. Student Council, if a resolution inDr. Patrick Williams, S,IS assist- troduced by Bill Langan, junior
ant of business, reported the theft representative, wins the approval
of his briefcase from his parked of the group next Wednesday.
ear at Fourth Street and William
The booth, which would distrihtile littorli l.dl ion on snmsetentious
Monday.

Tape Decks Prime Target
In SJS Community Crime
More than 14 crimes, ranging
from burglary to car theft, have
been reported in the campus community to San Jose police during
the first three days of this week.
Of all the crimes listed, however, the theft of stereo tapes and
tape decks remains the prime target. Seven tape decks were reported missing from parked ears
around the San Jose campus this
WI.( k

_ City Council. hearing of Frank
Sanchez, owner - operator of Ace
Towing Co., on charges of "poor
business practices" is expected
to culminate today. Meanwhile his
son’s arraignment on felony
charges of illegal possesion of a
"deadly and dangerous weapon"
will begin at 1:30 p.m. today in
Superior Court.
Frank Sanchez Jr., 4105 San
Ramon Way, was arrested by San
Jose police Halloween night while
allegedly attempting to use a police
night stick to ward off SJS students who had ambushed him
earlier.

President Knew
Of Draft Order
WASHINGTON (API Draft
chief Lewis B. Hershey says the
White House knew in advance of
his order that local draft boards
revoke deferments of college students who won’t carry their draft
cards or who interfere with campus military recruiting.
’The answer is easily ’yes,’" Lt.
Gen, Hershey told newsmen Wednesday when asked if he had conferred with the White House before issuing the order.
"It’s hard not to confer with
the White House," the Selective
Service director added. Hershey is
directly responsible to President
Johnson and reports directly rather than through intermediaries,
Hershey said the Oct. 26 order,
issued five days after a mass protest at the Pentagon, wouldn’t apply to students peacefully protesting the draft or the Vietnam war
but only to those who violate a
law enacted earlier this year.
The law, spurred in Congress by
demonstrations where draft cards
were burned, provides maximum
penalties of a five year prison term

and $10,000 fine for persons who
illegally interfere with the draft
law or regulations issued under It.
Hershey said regulations allow
defered registrants without their
draft cards to be reclassified as
available for service, with their
names advanced to the top of the
draft call list.
He ordered draft boards to heed
the regulations saying "those who
violate the act should be denied
deferment in the national interest."

Counselor Signup
Deadline Today
Signups for Spartacarnp counselors interview appointments end
today. The signup booth is on Seventh Street near the cafeteria.
Applications are also available
until 5 p.m. in the College Union.
The annual think retreat is
planned for this spring.

Faculty Group Leads
Ghetto Discussion
A campaign for More Effective
Schools in San Jose’s ghetto areas
will be launched today by the
American Federation of Teachers
(Arn.
A panel discussion with interested local citizens and Simon Beagal, Effective Schools consultant
from New York, will open the program this afternoon at 4:30 in ED
100.
Participants in the planning session will be Arthuro Cabrera, SJS
associate professor of elementary
education; John Vasconcellos, state
assemblyman of the 24th District:
Sofia Mendoza, San Jose housewife who has worked with the
Community Center Project; Rosemary Martinez. high school student; Alister McAllister, member
and clerk of the East. Side Schistl
Board; and Peter Silva, a high
school teacher.
"The Effective Schools Program
Is a specific. school -by -school approach to the problem of providing schools which can really educate children in spite of any environmental handicaps they may
bring to school with them," said
Beagal. Similar programs have
been adopted in Baltimore, Den-

Council May Sponsor
Draft Alternative Booth
objectors and the Peace Corps,
would incorporate existing booths
offering data on legal draft alternatives, if their stxmsors so desire.
Langan said student government
should try to organize attempts to
inform students of legal draft alternatives and present them in a
more eonestia. manner.

vor, Milwaukee and Los Angeles.
"This panel will attempt to develop a model program to work
with in San Jose," said Dr. John
Galm, president of the AFT and
panel moderator.
The Santa Clara County Federation of Teachers will do most of
the work on the program and will
serve as a consultant.
"New York’s More Effective
Schools", a film of the program’s
operations in 21 New York City
schools, will supplement Seegers
presentation.

Creative Writing
Contest Postponed
Until Wednesday
Today’s "Loneliness and the
Artist." creative writing contest
sponsored by the College Union
Program Board has been postponed until Wednesday, Nov. 15.
The hootenanny scheduled for
today will he held on the lawn outside the Home Economics building
at noon,
Entries for the creative writing
contest, including prose and poetry, must be turned in by Monday at the English Office,

Berkeley Students
Take Dove Position

A Viet BERES:1,1-N i APt
nam referendum at the University of California in Berkeley
Wednesday found 86 per cent of
the 4517 voters taking dove-like
positions on the war.
Fifty-five per rent favored immediate withdrawal of U.S.

Friday November 10. 10,061
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headline-hungry state senator call,
-mai College new rim pt. r
SJS Expel;
Jabbenrock part of the "(:oniiminist eine
spiracy to undermine America."
At the same time. 12 Negroes_ some of
A

"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Editor

KEN BRYANT

KEN BECKER

the

Advertising Mgr.

them members of a militant Negro student organization on the San Francisco
State campus. force their way into the

Staff Editorial

volunteer elide:mei-. to accomplish something far
CHITS

dents appear to have absolutely no rela-

other.
But. in reality, one is

tionship to each

direct

a

result of

the other.
relationship

The

t,0

the

between

and effect, and
goes a long way to explain the "why" of
events is

one of

cause

a social situation that exists in Ameriva
today.
San Jose Republican Clark Bradley
but

local

the most

and

most

vocal

es -

ample of a social mood that is sweeping
middle-clans, white America.
Bradley has spent all of his time, since

’Don’t mind it

Ah do . . . Ah been playin’ the rear -end of

for

a

jackoss

y’ahs!"

the SJS racial trouble in September_ running from one local Republican group to
another,

the

demanding

resignation

of

Clark

and calling the SJS Experimental College

Thrust and Parry

paper

’Aim of Petition Was Not
Just to Change Opinions’
Editor:
I would like to clarify a basic misunderstanding concerning an article which appeared
in the Spartan Daily on Wednesday, Nov. 8,
1967. This article concerned a petition which
I circulated on campus last month for the
purpose of supporting President Clark’s action in cancelling the football game between
San Jose State and Texas at El Paso for the
purpose of "relieving racial tension on campus
and insuring the safety of all concerned."
This article stated that "the four persons to
whom copies. of _the .document were sent"
ISemitrit Bradley, Dr. Moore, Dr. Max Raf-

President Robert 11. Clark’s decision to cancel
the "Ihty of Concern- lost week justified?

"Yes, it was justified. In one easy sentence, President Clark’s
actions showed natural concern for the problem, Anyone who disagrees with the documentary, it seems, is not really interested in
:illeviating the problem. Had the film been allowed to be aired, then.
t hrough academic analysis, we could have seen the problems. But,
by the Student Initiative’s actions, they brought the situation to the
fore."
DEE, Musk:

"Ni,, President Clark was not justified in cancelling the film.
I can sympathize with the Mexican-American, but the Negro faces
different problems, than the Mexican-Americans. This is more of at
east problem, than a prestige problem. It was not a good decision
to cancel it. He couldn’t foretell the future, so there was not a
need to judge it. It is doubtful whether the Mexican -Americans would
have caused trouble. That’s not their way."
RICHARD MONELL, Economies:
"Yes, he assessed the threat of violence as expressed, and what
5.1, said of the film. What would have happened should he has,’
backed down? Appeasement is hard to measure, as the real cost
cannot be measured. What is more important, a human life, or
money? That is a value judgment. He made it this fall in relation
to the cancellation of the football game, and it was made again in
this regard."
NANC6’ PURDY, English:
"It was wise to do so for it avoided any immediate trouble.
People on both sides seemed unwilling to talk academically. The
Mexican-Americans were not justified to ask for violence, How could
discrimination be inferred, when the purpose of the film was; thi.
1100
opposite t0f discrimination, but to disclose it. It seems that
students caused the Mexican -American students to react as such.
There was no reason for such. This attitude puts President Clark
on the spot. Ile had to say something. He is not entirely responsible."

erty, and Governor Reagan) "have indicated
no change in their attitude toward the game’s
cancellation."
If we go under the assumption that the
only reason for my organizing this petition
was to entirely change the opinions of these
individuals, we would be terribly mistaken.
Naturally I wanted these individuals to concede that they were wrong in condemning
Pres. Clark: but it is often difficult for anyone to admit that they are wrong even in
the midst of concrete realities.
By organizing this petition I was aiming at
something much greater. Here I wanted to
gather up all of the many segments of support on campus and organize them into a
massive force to prove to not only these individuals but also to the general community
that the college cornmunity supports the
President’s stand.
Needless to say this end was accomplished.
This petition was one of the biggest, if not
the biggest, petition in the history of SJS.
I am confident that if it was circulated again
at this time, the outcome would be even more
reassuring.
But even though this petition was a great
success, we must not feel that our job is
done. We still have a long way to go to
Insure academic freedom at SJS; but I am
confident that if we work together we soon
will see the day when a President of a college will be free to act without worry of
outside political pressures.
Warren Blumenfeld, A60127

’California Needs Reagan
Keep Him As Governor’
Editor:
There are approximately seven months until the June primary. Governor Reagan is
going to be a favorite son candidate for president and there is much talk about him becoming the Republican nominee.
I, as a Californian and as one who supported Reagan fur Governor, am concerned
with this prospect. Reagan has been doing a
good job for California and when he was
elected, I expected that he would be governor

in 1968 and 1969. I believe California needs
Reagan.
Therefore, I ask people to do as I am doing.
Get our all your 1966 campaign posters and
buttons to show Californians that you are
going to Vote for Ronald Reagan for Governor In 1968,
Steve M. De Lucehl, A11328

By
at Frank

Editor:
What can be done so the new fountain irt
front of Tower Hall looks like a fountain instead of a broken water main?

Jose students, Hallosren night.
These people reacted

that existed

during

the

gold rush days of early San Francisco.

"Come till, we’re ’ming, to get Sanchez."
one person shouted, as others followed this
Pied

Piper,

’Everything Looks Red
Rose-Tinted Glasses?’

an

illegally

CAROL, VAN TIEN!, Rusineaa Education:

parked car. These people rushed and at-

’Yes, if there was the possibility of violence, his actions were
justified. But by cancelling, this deprived people of the chance to
see the film and judge the conditions for themselves. Showing the
film would help the situation. It would probably prove the Mexican Americans’ point, rather than disprove it, r don’t think it served
justice to cancel the film, hut perhaps it stopped violence."
photos by Mike Hoban

tacked

him.

The Piper piped. and lie collected his
crowd. Ile piped
rev i

‘e

more, and his crowd

led. A hat is perturInng. how many

times does he pipe?

Are people rational

enongh to avitid his t
Sanchez has been accused of using poor

in

this

and

esmits

and

stieli

country

that

are

statements

art-

worthy

of

The conduct of those 12 black students
at S.F. State is a single example of the
type of act’

s that are causing the cur-

rent reaction, or backlash, in America.
I

an

beings

don’t

like

it

when other human beings heat the hell
out of them-- -civil rights protests or no.
Dissenting

ttt i t )(Irides

in

one serious

this

country

flaw. They try

to force their ideas on an unwilling majority by any means possibleincluding
breaking the law.

that a

so-

protect itself

Tomatoes are red. The traffic signal is red.
Blood is red. Our Flag is red. My shoes are
red. "The Fairly Free Thinker" is red. The
"Jabberwock" is red. Everything is red, Senator Bradley! It must be your rose-tinted
glasses,
Edward Pinter, A2443

now

the only

force,

defense ’mechan-

isms being thrust is up by

Idle class so-

ciety against the loud and often violent
minorities are Clark Bradleys and Ronald
Reagans.
These

Editor

men

are

saying

die

kinds

of

things that aggravated Americans want to
hear.
Americans aggravated. right or wrong,
by 12 Negroes beating tip a white student
in a college classroom.

These militants are

lucky

that society

has seen fit to protect itself against them
with more conservative, often reartionary,

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allows(’ to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, mint be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-spece margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include personal
attack. The edit
the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

business practices and being of "bad moral
character," by the San Jose City District
He has aroused student action against
his business policies of towing away legally
and illegally parked cars. Until Tuesday
night, this student reaction to Sanchez was
mostly academic. Now it is emotional.
Students charge that Sanchez illegally

erty. But

find

popular

liken

co ttttt tent.

Right

ty

to

re-as

such

if necessary.

takes property and then makes the owner

supposedly

the-

against an aggressive minorityby

Frank Sanehez ii,, soit of the owner of
Ace Towing C
patty, drove into an emplot

But
making

ciety, right or wrong, will

Attorney’s office.

to the ntoh-vig-

to merit any kind of comment.

It is a proven historical fact

Harold Kushina, A2340
Franklin Prim, AIM
Mike Lesin, .42193
Sandy Heiler, A17297
Larry Berman, A17596

JOHN POIMIROO

Sanchez Jr., supposedly by San

’ermine America?’
Statements like this are too ridiculous

all stiffer from

Mob-Vigilante Psychology
An egg, a brick, and a rock were thrown

to

pro-

and

directed

by the Comniunist conspiracy

Civilized

’Tower Fountain Looks
Like Broken Water Main’

Staff Comment

ii all itALAN CASEBIER, Business Management:
"Yes, this was the best way to handle the situation. Look at
the Berkeley incidents. President Clark Kerr allowed the problems
there to continue. This was the best way to handle this situation.
It was not appeasement. There is no sense in creating more of a
riot. I honestly felt that Dr. Clark was sincere in his goals."

"planned,

grammed

Basic Misunderstanding About Petition

JOHN MeELWEE, Industrial Design:

RI( ’II .%

the

College President Dr. Robert 1).

By JEFF BRENT ;old JOHN POIMIROO
(IS

finish,

office is in at shambles.
On the surface, these two recent inci-

beyond party and administration politics." in the words of Ilalsey Bremer
and Bill Kinsey. former Peace Corps
volunteers and currently Stanford students.
"Their main concern is participation
in a program that is rewarding on an
not
individual-to-indisidual basis
government -to-government."
And. in the last analysis. the ability
of the olunteer to promote better understanding among the world’s people
on this hi ml of ha is probably will best
insure the stir% is al of that world.
M.

The Question Man
II

students

black

the

newspaper editor is in the hospital, an
instructor is injured and the newspaper

Peace Corps Week

Peare

the

place apart.
When

The arrial on campus today .of
l’eace Corps 1)i rector Jack !flood
eek
Vaughn kicks off Peace Corps
beginning Nliondas.
auglen’s appearance w ill be followed ley the presence neevt week of
Peace I rps %Ieltenteers to
ti4111,. and g15e. the Peace Corps Placement Test,
Traditionally. SJS students and collegians from all ON 4-r the nation litie
made up the majority of Peace Corps
olienteer, although the Corps by no
c.00pletely composeel of
ineatvg
It et. at a time when a number of
today’s youth are dropping out of a
,-oi’ivtv ssith %shirk they are dissatisfied,
it is encouraging that more and more
young persons are- turning on to way,
of dealing w iti, the worlels deficiencies.
E1.11 Mitre encouraging is the fact
that Peace t:orps soltutteers work at
the request of the foreign country to
:elected
%hid, they are sent on
by the. c
try itself.
Rather than seising as a tool of the
1:111itt’d States got ernment. then, the
l’eace
Okinteer. thousands eif
miles away freitn
ashington, often
internal i/e, and re -interprets the ideals
of the I loges in terms of his own situa-

tear

and

office-

newspaper

student

pay exorbitant claims to get back

the prop-

what of the students? They sit
in judgment of this man and his policies,
without logically approaching the question.

The students do not strangthen their
claim by acting like their adversary. This
is hypocrisy.
To get rid of vermin, don’t act like it, or
the cancer grows.

politicians only.
Another incident like at S.F. State, and
statements by Clark Bradley could turn
into shotguns.
The luck has just about run out.
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Council Busy With Budget
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Hypo-Allergenic
Cosmetics for
Sensitive
Complexions

Facial Make-up
Glamour Eyes
Complexion Care
Hand & Skin Care
Men’s Grooming
Aids

TENTH
STREET
PHARMACY
Tenth & Santa Clara

294-9131

Student Council allotted $6,000
A $4,320 allocation to cover the
to operate the executive office of legislative expenses, including 21
the ASB Wednesday. The figure members on student council, is still
covers the 1967-68 fiscal year.
being debated and will be recommended at a later date.
The Intercollegiate Rifle Team
received $2,000 while the Model
United Nations program, a statewide academic counterpart of the
United Nations, was given $1,500

Yoga Instructor
Will Perform Art
At Wail Tonight

Jonah’s Wail tonight will feature
Angelo Alexander, yoga instructor,
who will demonstrate and speak on
the art of yoga.
Kriyananda, San Francisco singer and song writer, is on the tomorrow night’s agenda, along with
Nils Peterson, assistant professor
of English, who will read poetry.
The Wail’s staff seeks to provide
a variety of experiences to students who attend the coffee house
at S. 10th and San Carlos Streets,
according to Jim Nail, head of the
Wail’s entertainment committee.
"I feel that, on occasion, something very intangible and spiritual
visits the Wail and I want to open
our doors to this essence," he said.
The Wail offers entertainment
9 p.m. to midnight Thursday
through Sunday nights.

"TO RIOT
or NOT
TO RIOT"

A representative of the Los
Angeles City Schools will visit SJS
Tuesday, Nov. 14. He will interview teacher candidates for openings in their elementary and secondary schools. Interested teacher
candidates can sign up for an appointment in the Placement Center, Adm. 239,

for operating and traveling expenses.
Budgets for the Winter Carnival
program, Radio-Televislon Center,
Reed Magazine, and the Honors
Convocation will be considered at
next week’s meeting of Student
Council.

Low Insurance!
Hardly Any Gas!
... and you can park
almost anywhere! Four Price
Models to choose front Choice

Speaker
Rev. George "Shorty" Collins

Location:
The New Wine Skin,
10th and San Fernando
T1rne:
7:30 P.M., November 10, 1967
INTER -VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

BROOKS CYCLERY

R-1

Co7AFT SEEP.

Alseeteeeta ?away
STEAKHOUSE
23 No. Market St.
Downtown San Jose

1615 ALMADEN, SAN JOSE

Open From 11.00 A M
297-9689

Available For Banquets and Parties

If your major
is listed here,
IBM would like
to talk with you
Nov. 20th, 21st
or 22nd
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But Don’t Think You Can Afford It?
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Quintero Appointed
New Senior Rep
By Student Council
Tony Quintero was appointed
new senior representative Wednesday by Student Council. He replaces Jeff Mullins who resigned
last week.
Quintero sees a gap between
student government and the student body and will work on council
to remedy this situation. He is also
opposed to state college tuition
and supports a plan by Vic Lee,
ASB president, to establish a
"Legal Alternatives to the Draft"
booth on Seventh St.
Quintero is ex-vice chairmen of
Student Initiative, (S.I.) a Mexican-American campus group.

Do You Want a Thick,
Juicy, Delicious
Steak,

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
1.09
TOP SIRLOIN

of Over 7 Million Owners.

of
Grace Baptist Church
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it’s speed, man!
STRICTLY A SMASH THE SLEEK

SLACK

FROM A-1 NO -IRON (RI RACERS
Strictly cool, these! A -I No -Iron (R) Racers get
an A+ score from the grooviest guys going ...
note the continental styling with no cuffs, no
belt loops. Check that no -iron scene!
Altogether a complete smash in black, earth,
olive, gray in sizes 28-36
Macy’s Tiger Shop;
Valley Fair, street floor;
also Monterey and
Stanford

M

$7

acys

Sign up for an interview at your placement officeeven
if you’re headed for graduate school or military service.
Why is IBM interested in so many different people?
The basic reason is growth. Information processing is
the fastest growing, fastest changing major industry in the
world. IBM products are being used to solve problems in
government, business, law, education, medicine, science, the
humanitiesjust about any area you can name. We need people with almost every kind of background to help our customers solve their problems. That’s why we’d like to talk with you.
What you can do at IBM
Whatever your major, you can do a lot of good things at
IBM. Change the world (maybe). Make money (certainly).

Continue your education (through any of several plans, including a Tuition Refund Program). And have a wide choice
of places to work (we have over 300 locations throughout
the U.S.).
What to do next
We’ll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing, Computer Applications, Programming, Research. Design
and Development, Manufacturing, Field Engineering, and
Finance and Administration. If you can’t make a campus interview, send an outline of your interests and educational
background to Mr. E. C. Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation,
3424 Wilshire Blvd., LOS Angeles, California 90005. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.
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HURRY!
YOU ARE
MISSING OUT

THEY ARE GOING FAST!
PAPERBACKS AT 3 lbs. for $1

(Rote19 P.O.!
SAN JOSE
330 SOUTH 10TH ST.

SIC BOX

10 1’ Circle K, AWS
To Collect Food
For Needy Families
in Thanksgiving.- annual loud drive sponsored by As-

SJS Revisitedby Grad Who
Paints, Makes Pipe Organs
Is ’a

sociated Women Students
AWS1 and Circle K service
club, has set its goal at 10.000
cans of food to be collected this
year for distribution to San
Jose’s needy families.
The project began yesterday
and will continue through Nov.
16. Four collection boxes
commuters, to receive any kold
of canned food, have been placed
on Seventh Street, the art quad,
I he parking garage and near the
t des aloes cm the hest fluor or the
library.
Food collected is given to the
Salvation Arm in San Jose for
distribution. Last semester the
project raised 8,163 cans of food
and fed over 500 families. SJS
is the main contributing source
to the Salvation Army for this
program, according to Brian
Burgess. senior real estate major
and member of Circle K.
There are two programs in
"Operation Thanksgiving." one
for commuters and one for campus living centers. The us jog
centers have their own collection
boxes and compete for a sweepstakes trophy, and first, second
and third place trophies. Last
year the sweepstakes trophy
went to Washburn Hall.
The food will be collected on
Nov. 16 and 17.

Prof To Discuss
Russian Society
Dr, Glenn G. Morgan, professor of political science, will
speak on a -A Scholar’s Impressions of the Soviet Union" Monday at 7:30 p.m. in ED ’210.
Dr. Morgan spent September
and October of 1966 in Moscow.
Stalingrad and Leningrad interviewing Soviet attorneys and
judges.
He will discuss the nature of
Soviet society including the Soviet standard of living, Soviet
education, law and justice in
the USSR, travel in the country
-ared4he attitudes of Soviet officials and citizens toward Americans.

I,l..I

DAVID KREITZER, who received his M.A. from
one of his works, a figurative
SJS in

June, holds

Bs DAVE ElsK
spartan Daily Staff Writer
David Kreitzer, part-time pipe
organ builder, one time night
club singer in North Beach, SJS
graduate and full-time artist
was on campus recently visiting
his old haunts and his fiancee,
Renee Hart us, a student here.
Kreitzer, son of a San Lorenzo Lutheran minister, got his
MA. in illustration at SJS in
June.
He presently has three paintings on exhibit at the Pomeroy
galleries in San Francisco, In
November he will have a one
man show at the Coffee Contada, also in San Francisco,
Allan Sherman is interested
in one of the paintings for an
album euver. Sherman no t
Kreitzer when Kreitzer was a
caricaturist at the Balloon, a
North Beach night club.
in
interested
is
Sherman
Kreitzer’s works because of his
definitive portrayal of North
Beach night clubs and other
North Beach material. Although
Kreitzer paints figuratively, it
is obvious in his paintings what
is being placed on canvas.
Kreitzer spoke of a possible

&AVM!’ 1191 .iMUITITM1Y09.1Vik /kM.2.0Tk!
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FREE WITH THIS COUPON

01 R ENTIRE LT ISSICAL INIE.1 TORY!

1 PAIR PANTS, CAPRI, or PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED
With any dry cleaning order
order

Coupon must accompany

Ineludin!r Latest Releases

OPERAS

ORCHESTRA

ON

NOW

VOCAL

BALLET

INSTRUMENTAL
CLEANING CENTER

287-0933
yyvpiy-yamm-m.,,,,crynyylym-Dify,

4021:DOT /Frei

266 East Santa Clara (next to Lucky Market)
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300
TITLES TO
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OFF
400/0 Now Only
3 48 PER LP

RELAX, REFRESH AT HOWARD’S
to.

OPEN
TUESDAY
through
SUNDAY

4,01PON’

phasedistereo

7 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

THE GREATEST SO1 NOS ON RECORDS
POPULAR - CLASSICAL

Stanley Black, Frank Chacksfield, Ronnie Aldrich,
Antal Dorati, Leopold Stokowski, Charles Munch, AT
Edmund Ros, Werner Muller, Ted Heath, Johnny ALL
Keating.

RFC,
5 75

snacks.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
One Block front
7th and Santa Clara

SJS

trip to Europe and concluded
that he would paint the night
life wherever he went. In the
offing is a possible Gulbenkian
grant for professional painters
to study at Sussex University in
Brighton, England.
Kreitzer paints mostly
in
acrylics and tries to capture
"the things that make North
Beach what it is." The figurative influence in his painting can
be traced to Jack Levine and
Edward Hopper, two famous
figurative painters.
A former collegiate football
player at Seward College in
Nebraska, Kreitzer has made
money as a caricaturist, parttime pipe organ builder, singer
and guitar player, and, of course,
has sold some paintings. Ile. also
sang in last year’s Faculty
Follies.
"I usually paint from 7 in the
evening until three or four in
the morning when it is quiet,"
he says, adding, "I like to paint
in artificial light because in the
bright sunlight I tend to paint
too dark." He works from firsthand sketches in his high apartment overlooking North Beach,
The tall, mustachioed artist
sings, "to relax between painting
sessions." and likes poster art.

Club To Sponsor
Harvest Hoedown
San Jose State Dames will
sponsor a "Harvest Hoedown"
with music by the George Reyes
Band tomorrow from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m, at the DeAnza Hotel Ballroom.
Cost for members is $2 per
couple, and $3 per couple for
non-members. Dress is country
style--blue jeans, full skirt s,
and similar clothing.
San Jose State Dames is a
social organization for young
married student wives. Each semester SJS Dames sponsors a
scholarship for a married student.

Flying 20 To Meet
The Flying Twenty, Inc. will
hold an air meet in Hollister tomorrow for all active, associate,
and prospective members.
Members interested in flying
In the Pacific Coast and national
competitions are encouraged to
attend.
All those interested in attending must be at the Reid-Hillview
Airport by 8 a.m.
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When you’re worn from a day of schooling or studying, stop
here . . . relax with the refreshing cool taste of our flavorful
They are always good.
fountain

17/
COMP ARE
AT 2.50

40%

OFF
NOW
ONLY

1.50
PER LP

("It’s so popular it has to be
good "1 nmstly because of the

SALE!
Books up to 95o

To Tell Her
She’s Beautiful

Superb recordings by distinguished
conductors, leading outstanding orchestras, Krips, Solti, Ansermet, Mortinon, Boult, Reiner, Kubelik, Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, The London
Symphony Orchestra, L’Orchestre
la Suisse Romande, The Paris Conservatorie Orchestra.

Town & Country Village

Stevens Creek & Winchester
SAN JOSE’S BIG BOOKSTORE

OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving California Since 1851
65,000 BOOKS 75,000 CARDS

FUN WORKING
IN EUROPE

Jobs Abroad Guaranteed
BRUSSELS: The Int’l Student
Information Service, non-profit,
today announced that 1,000
GUARANTEED JOBS
ABROAD are available to
young people 17,:2 to 40, Year Round and Summer. The new
34 page JOBS ABROAD magazine is packed with onthesixitphotos, stories and information
about your JOB ABROAD.
Applications are enclosed.
LANGUAGE CULTURE - FUN PAY -TRAVEL. For your copy
send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS,
13:1 Rue Hotel des Monnaies,
Brussels 6, Belgium.

CIGS

19c
10c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars

98 South Third St.Corner San Fernando
San Jose, California

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

Saida

(.1ara

Sc
Sc
29c

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th &
6th & Key..

and
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One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2
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Jtoweri
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10c

I Crest large size

But Flowers Say It
Better

The Entire Catalog Available

Sc

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

I Ajax Cleanser

Ion eonld Is rite a sonnet....
()1. compose a ballad ...
()r shout it on 7th Street ...

de

off!

HOOKS INC.

2 Bars Ivory Soap

STEREOTreasurY SERIES

n

portrait of a North Beach night spot done in
marking pens.

203-1321
40111001/11111111.

10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

ACT Presents Two Plays
By Albee in S.F. Tonight
The An
CUILSVIA :at rty
Theatre will
-ent a double bill of highl
acelaimed short
plays by Edssard Albee as its
first attraction at the Marines’
Memorial Theatre this season.
Titled "Albee MI’s," the program will have its first performance tomorrow night, and will
be performed in repertory with
other ACT productions at the
Marines’ Theatre, San Francisco, during the current season.
The program includes "The
American Dream." a new production directed by William Ball,
and "The ZOO Story," directed
originally by Richard A. Dysart.
The two plays were among
the first works to bring international fame to Albee, the nation’s youngest Pulitzer Prize
winning dramatist.
He also has written "Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Wolff?",
"Tiny Alice," "The Balald of
the Sad Cafe," "Malcolm" and

Dr. Gibson Walters
To Conduct Tonight
The Santa Clara Philharmonic
Orchestra will open

their fall

season tonight at 8 under the
direction of Dr. Gibson Walters,
Music Department chairman at
SJS. They will perform in the
I.

AY
IDS

gymnasium

at

Emil

Buchser

High School in Santa Clara.
Henri Honegger. will share
the spotlight with the orchestra.
The noted cellist performed in
concert at SJS Wednesday night.
Honegger is known for his
virtuosity and purity of tone,
and has devoted a lifetime to
interpretation of Bach’s Six
Suites for Unaccompanied Cello.
Tonight he will play the Concerto for Violin Cello, by Anton
Dvorak,
Also sharing the limelight will
be the Santa Clara Chorale, directed by David Wilson. They
will perform King David’s Deliverance, zy Theron Kirk.
The program will include
Haydn’s Symphony in G Major
and the Overture to Rosamunde.
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Dr.

Kiiiicbc1 Deal bitelpreration contest still be held next
Thursday, at 3:30 p.m. in the

UtV,
"A Ii ,it
play, "Es erything in a Garden."
opens later this month on Broadway.

Studio Theatre in the Speech
and Drama Building.
Acting as co-ordinator for this
semestet’s contest Dr. Dorothy
Hadley, associate professor of
drama, announced that the final
winner would receive a cash
prize of $50.
Since 1950, the I::ilicher Interbeen given
pretation
a at utlent
each semest’i

"The American Dream" is a
savage comedy that attacks
modern Amer ican attitudes
through its outrageous characters and situations.
Jay Doyle appears as Grandma, the sly senior citizen about
to be packed off to an old folks’
home by her married daughter,
Mummy,
Broadway and film actress
Ruth Kobart plays Mommy,
lalit on getting ’oaf of Grandma
and getting on with lwr 111e%;
work, the total emasrolation 01
her husband, Daddy.
Harry Frazier is seen as Daddy, long resigned to his role as
Mommy’s yes-man.

5c
Oc
9e
4e
Sc
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TICO’S Collegiate Dictionary
ko), noun. A barbecued Mexican dish, full of
choice beef, crisp lettuce, and savory spices. Indigenous to Mexico and Tico’s Tacos, where 2 can
be purchased for 25c.
taco (fa

4
....,....................a,a,........dk,...a.....d..........a.....d.......
Phone Orders 297-8421

The SJS Symphony Orchestra
will present its annual fall concert at Concert Hall Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings at
8:15,
Piano soloist, Elizabeth Miehe,
senior music major, will be featured at this program. Miss
Miehe will perform Edward A.
MacDowell’s Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra No. 2 in D minor,
Op. 23.
The symphony orchestra will
also perform Felix Menilelssohn’s Symphony No. 5 in Is.
Op. 107 and William Schuman’s
"Newsreel in Five Shots."
Schuman, an American composer, is currently at the head
of the Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts in New York
City.
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DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN,

2809-592I

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Missouri Synod
Lutheran Church

co.

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11
Blocks From Campus

STUDY CENTER
LOUNGE
RECREATION
FACILITIES
SUNDAY STUDENT
ACTIVITIES

All Students Welcome

VALIDATION
JO

WORSHIP THIS WEEK

a.m.

,..

College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404

R. Nicholus, Vicar

SUNDAY, NOV. 12
9:45 a.m. Seminar: "The Tiger in Your Tank"
(Romans 7)
3rd and San Antonio

YOGA
DEMONSTRATION
by

5:45 p.m. Film: "I Hear a New Song," full
length dramatic presentation in color.
2nd and San Antonio

Angelo Alexander
FRI. NOV. 10

ON CAMPUS
WORSHIP

,

TR

SPIRTAN

AM. Midnight Daily

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

by

Prof. Niles Peterson

First Baptist Church

(SJS English Dept.)
also

2nd & San Antonio

FOLKSINGING

8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning Worship
Evening Service
7 p.m.

by

Kriyananda
SAT. NOV. I 1

JONAH’S WAIL

a.

Dr. Clarence R. Sands.
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
Morning Seminar
1:45 a.m.
Evening Foram
5:45 p.m.
Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio
.41,1!.041an

at the Church
of Your Choice

Serviees: 11 a.m.

’_4.1.

Chapel of Reconciliation
:mil San Carlos

41j
I NITI:1)(111l RCM OF CHRIST
DISCIPLES 1111.’ CUBIST
I’lif:S111 TEM kN

POETRY READINGS

10th and San Carlos

7-11 P.M.

374 South 3rd Street

San Fernando

9c
ST

*sir
FREE
a PARKING

HUNDREDS
OF
BARGAINS

GARAGE EUROPA

it) A.M. Seminar
6 P.M. Student Supper (50c)

SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK KNIV

**** ******** ****** ****** ******************* ***** ****** ************ *** ****** ****************** ****** *************************

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

Sc

Re-live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
the Spartans and Wyoming. Featur,ng Don Hayward and Coach Harry
Anderson with special guests.

TWOS

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.. owner

10th &

LINE-UP FOR
BALL HIGHLIGHTs
s
ON D(

SERVING YOU 24 HOURS A DAY

College Student Center

Oc

I Ii,
ker.
Sabo’. Fisherman,"
"Barrel ol an Agitator" and "To
Posterity" by Berndt Brecht;
ly
John.hieobs.
"I Shall Laugh
ii rut a selection from
Pu
"The Love and The Ibile" by
Robinson Jeffers; Dennis Johnson. "The Death of Ignacio SanNancy
cri’se, z""Zine Thoughts(wc’;
Ci
jo. Nti.tcCommon Toad" by George Orwell: and Jeffrey Nossen, "StanStreet" by Rod McKuen.

. )

SJS Orchestra
To Give Recital

THE NEW
WINESKIN

111.t

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Hylands also appears in the
other half of the all-Albee program, "The Zoo Story," which
deals with a chance encounter
in Central Park ending in tragedy.

Professional Pharmacists

1

’t
\,

,

Scott Hylands has the symbolic title role of the play, a
handsome stranger who wanders
into the family apartment and
throws everybody, including
Grandma, into a tizzy.

LINCOLN AVENUE

t
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ti 111e1:11) stAeCt11:11
The 11)11t est Is named for In.
Katcher \silo retiled from SJS
in 1959 and who has earned no Ii not prominence in oral interpretation.
Judges for the seven minute
presentation will include Dr.
James XV. Brown, dean of the
graduate division, Dr. Marion
Richards, associate professor of
English, and Miss Natalie Weber.
teacher at
Homestead High
School.
The six semi-finalists

Moderne Drug Co.
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Oral Award Finals Next Week
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Topic: "Loving the Unlovely"
(Communion Service)

Campus Pastor: Don Emmel

Phone 298-0204

These sem ices are under the I niied Campus Christian
Mittistrv and a united t ** i ** istr of the I tilted Church of
Christ Ii ongregational I. the Disciples of Christ and ihe
I:nited Presbyterian Church for the San Jose State College
CaMplIS.

CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION
300 S. 10th St.
SUNDAY:
9:15 a.m. Morning
Worship
5:30 p.m. Eucharist
(supper following)
THURSDAY:
4 p.m. Eucharist
Open daily
8 a.m.-10 p.m.
"If I say ’God is a ride in a yellow submarine’ ... I have not said %erne thing that is false: I have not even succeeded in saying something blasphemous: 1 have rather indiceted, if 1 may make such an utterance with
serious intent. that I do not understand God -116."
Dr. Kai Nioksen-w

xtzT XN
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fFrosh Football Team
Out To Break J.C. Jinx

Cal Bent on Revenge

Gridders Seek Repeat Upset
Els DENNIS ANSTINE
spartatt Dail Sports Editor
of

The number 2 will be a digit
when
import ance
ut mos t
take to the field

Sparta’s gridd
Saturday

aft is’

at

1:30

in

Berkeley to battle the California
Bears.
Coach Harry Anderson’s Spartans will be seeking SJS’ second
win in the eight -game Cal football

LOCK!
LEVIS

S

series, but more important, win to losses. But both clubs are rager
and spirited with hard-hitting deNo. 2 for the 1967 campaign.
Holman fenses.
Danny
Quarterback
Both teams have offensive atcarried SJS to a 24-0 upset win
last year at Berkeley, but a victory tacks that have sputtered throughthis.
out
the season. Cal has scored
will be difficult to achieve
year with the Bears bent on re- more than two TD’s only once,
venge and desperately in need of while the Spartan’s offense has exa win to finish with a 5-5 record. ploded only once 52-14 against
Cal stands 3-5 and clashes with New Mexico.
Injuries of backs Mike Scrivner
Stanford next Saturday.
Cal and the Spartans are sur- and Walt Shockley have hindered
prisingly similar teams. Both are SJS’ rushing in the last two games,
young squads with Cal having only but Shockley is ready to return
four seniors and SJS eight on the while Scrivner is still out indefstarting defensive and offensive initely.
Spartan hopes are once again
elevens.
This inexperience has been costly pinned on Holman’s throwing arm.
as both teams have been guilty of He completed 20 of 37 passes for
committing crucial errors that led 216 yards last year at Berkeley.

IN CORDUROY

-4

America’s Most Beautiful . . .

HOFBRAU
It

Imported and domestic brews
on tap

Or

GARDEN CITY

T. G. I. F.
Today Nov. 10, 1967
3 P.M. -7 P.M.

era

"
photo

by ..1,rn Koski

We’ve added something new

RUNNING ROOM Spartan guard John Taylor (68) is ready
to do just that for fullback Clarence Kelley during last Saturday’s
Wyoming battle. Kelley is SJS’ leading rusher with 241 net yards.

Large Pitcher Beer 75’

Harriers Vie for Spots
On SJS Nationals Team Magoo’s Hideaway

Authentic (;crittaii food

Live music Friday and
Saturday night

V

An added incentive will prevail
tomorrow morning when the Spartan harriers run against t :e California Bears at Berkeley.
The individual performances by
the Spartans in the race will be
a prime factor in coach Ted Banks’
decision on the top six Spartans
running in the National championships at Laramie, Wyoming later
this month.

Banks doesn’t expect too much
trouble from the Bears and looks
for the Spartans to win their
fourth dual meet victory in five
tries,

123 S. 4th

’AMERICA
HURRAH 11,

The Spartan mentor does expect
another kind of trouble in the SJS
ranks as the harriers will be battling for the coveted top six spots.
In the race for San Jose will
be Darold Dent, Pete Santos, Bet,
nie Kraus, Charlie August, Byron
Lowry, Jim Adkins, Erich Russell,
Mike Bailey, Dave Barni and
Ralph Gamez.

Poloists Seek Title
In Loyola Tourne Ythe year

WEEKEND SPECIAL

met California earlier in
at the Sacramento Invitational, with the Spartans taking
the title with 48 points. Cal finished with 148.
The race to the wire tomorrow
figures to be between Dent and
Santos. Dent won the Sacramento
title in 18:32.
Santos edged Dent for individual honors two weeks ago against
Stanford. Dent, however, came
back last week at the South Tahoe
Invitational to capture second
place, three slots ahead of Santos.
Lowry, who was an All-American last year hut was sidelined
with a heel injury early this year,
also figures to be a threat.
I-Ie has shown steady improvement for the past three weeks and
looks about ready for the Laramie
meet, He finished 12th in the nationals last year.

COMM IrPrEE

SJS

running around without your pants on:

COME AS
YOU AXE

you will probably get arrested and

To

Workingman’s Store doesn’t want you

will surely catch cold. Take heed.
stock is kw and will not wait. If you
want to stay known as one of one of

ANGFLO’S

the best dressed men on campus and

72

keep from getting strange stares, go
with the famous fit, -White Levisl".

WORKINGMAN’S
STORE
W. Santa Clara
San Jose
Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9 p.m.
218

E. Santa Clara

Free Parking at 38 S. 3rd Street

now and purchase a pair of the pants

FREE Glass of Milk With Your Steak

STEAK
RIB-EYE
NEW

YORK

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread
Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

lone." said frosh coach John Webb.
So far this year, the freshman
gTidders have beaten the Fresno
State frosh, 33-0 and the San
Francisco State frosh, 14-0. They
have lost to the Stanford and
California at Berkeley frosh by
scores of 35-12 and 61-0, respectively.
Ohlone has struggled to a 3-4
record, registering wins against
Menlo, Muff it Field and Pleasanton
It, Corps.

San Jose State’s freshman trait ball team will try to make it a
winning year today when it takes
on Ohlone Junior College at Newark High School. The game is at
2:30.
Currently, the Spartababes’ record is even at 2-2 but Ohlone
isn’t figured to upset them since
this is its first football team.
"We’ve never beaten a junior
college before, but we think we
have our hest chance aeainst Oh -

$2.25
$1.35

sTEAK
ANGELO’S HOUSE

The supremacy of Califta nia
collegiate water polo rests on the
shoulders of 11 men and a coach
this weekend as the Spartans fly
to Chicago for the Loyola Invitational Water Polo Tournament.
With the absence of a NCAA
water 15310 championship this year,
the Loyola tourney will he the
only meeting of the top collegiate
teams in the nation.
San Jose was the only West
Coast team to accept the invitation and although not top seeded
in the tournament, SJS stands a
good chance of taking all the
I marbles.
The 11 most chosen for the task
are All-Americans Greg Hind,
Steve Hoberg, Jack and Bob Likins, and Dennis Belli. Tim Halley, John Schmitt, Dennis Lombard, Gary Farrens, Dan Landon
and Bruce Prefontaine,
Coach Lee Walton and his troop
left San Jose at 6 this morning
for a 7:45 flight out of San Francisco. The team will play their
first game Saturday morning with
Western Illinois University, The
Spartans will arrive at San Francisco International Airport Sunday night at 10:30.
Top seeded in the tourney is
host school and defending champion, Loyola University. Other top
teams include Indiana University,
Western Illinois University, Illinois University, the University of
Kentucky and University of Ontario.
"On the basis of personnel quality, we must he the better team,"
commented Walton. "All the teams
have top collegiate players, but
not as many as San Jose."
"The home mowd and officials
will be somewhat of a disadvantage," he related, "but we’ve probably faced more tough teams this
year than the other teams entered."
-arrMirri-

UNANIMOUS
ACCLAIM’

Winner Best
oft-Broadway
Play -1961

THEATER

0.36 mooirioraery. Si olio WA" Nigoor ogorp" Mon 0 30 F,,. Sal Alio 10005. 111100110011er
6250 $350 Fe,. Sal 13.50.10 SO.SiutionlOisc ’,iv Minor. Welcome Mad orders accepted

ASUC B C B. ..

,

,..H

ay8o0thro,0aht0sd
and otheAlead,ng agenc.es

anj

"delightful ... marvel
ously witty! The most
alert, clever and
funny material The
yet
Committee
performeal"
Eichelbaum/
Examiner

Tonight Only!
Special Student Prices

has

Seals
S5.110 Per Couple
Hewn.’

THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

ghe (fjommittee.
622 Broadway 392116011. Regular Show 9:00 P.M. Improvised Show 1(00 RAN.
Nightly Except Mon Sal. 0:30, 10,30, 11 30 Minors Welcome. Student Discount.

MARAIElataANWAMILailaukakiazttukw

FREE

WITH THIS

AD

Choice of any
"Masterpiece from Our Fountain"
Thick milk shakes, mountain sized sundaes,
refreshing sodas and assorted soft drinks

ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH

With minimum purchase of $1.50
Offer good Friday-Saturday, Nov. 10-12, 1967

NEW DINNER SPECIALS

5 Min. Wash 25c

FRIDAY

4 Min. Wax 50c
It’s so

easy

SATURDAY

and fun!

Roast Prime Beef au jus

Elapsed Time Indicator
Eliminates Guesswork

2 LOCATIONS

$1.75

Braised Short Ribs of Beef

$2.00

SUNDAY
Grilled Baby Beef Liver and Onions

D.

P10

732 S. 1st St.
(let. Virginia & Margaret)

804 Lincoln Ave.

of *ainte Claire

(At Sunoll

TRY US FOR YOUR
COMPACT, BOAT OR
HONDA

1.75

SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL
MARKET AT SA:I CARLOS OPEN DAILY 7 a.m.-11 p.m
- If I"
+
nrarntlirer’n,YrWritrriTM

FROM EUROPE

Let SILVA Care For Your Car

CHARTER
Alios, Sib a Set-% let lir

your

expertly

fill all

JET FLIGHTS

auk((((( >tie neesle.

One Way
1)elco

There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a Fritz from Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodbye
When his Satz had run dry.
Said Mitzi: "No Schlitzie, No Fritzie."

I’lea-.tirizer Shock Absorbers
Paris to San Francisco

Complete Brake V1 ork

August 3, 1968

NN heel ilalance
A limited number of spaces Is
available for sterlnts, staff,
and faculty of The California

Tune -I p

State Colleges.

Lillie

FARE: $225 ONE WAY

35 years at 4th and San Fernando

For information

of International Programs The California State
Colleges, /600 Holloway
nue, San Francisco, Califor
ilia. 94177 14151 469-1044.
Office

78 5 411 St.
’

to IlAirririll1 InJ Oliat Mar

SILVA SERVICE

295.81611

Late for Class? Well Park it for You. Low Rates.

N,(vciol,cr 10. 1957

LFIT 104 DAILY

Theta Chi Places Five
On Intramural All-Stars
Theta Chi placed five men on
the Intramural All -Star Football
Team, including Most Valuable
Player Dave Mercer.
Mercer quarterbacked Theta Chi
to an undefeated season and the
All-College championship.
Also representing Theta Chi are
Tenny Warren, Butch McElwee,
Greg Buchanan, and Mike Forge,
Only two independent players,
John Elo.vall and Stan Silbert,
come from Me and Them.
Alpha Tau Omega contributes
Les Smith, Len Walker, and Craig
Sobrero.
Gary Stepansky (Sigma Nu),

MOPAC CORPORATION
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Ii 115k :14,Qoarrie (Sigma Alpha
Epsilon), and Jerry Howell (Delta
Upsilon( complete the team.
Ekwall, Stepansky. and McQuarrie were on last year’s All Star team.
The team is chosen by the league
officials and the intramural supervisor, Dennis Deichler.
FALL SPORTS
Turkey trot entries are due today,
The race is run on Tuesday,
Nov. 21 and the course is from
in front of the Cafeteria on Seventh Street to Spartan Staldium
and back.

FOR YOUR IMPORTED CAR
San Jose

801 Lincoln Avenue
Phone 297-0406

E DELIVER!
12" PIZZAS
$1.95
Chicken Dinners
$1.55
Spaghetti Dinners
99c

SAN JOSE STATE CHARTER FLIGHT

FtT

TWO ALL-STARS
Theta Chi
Dave Mercer, right, sets to throw a
Me and Them in the Intramural
game as Butch McElwee, center,

$35

SUMMER ’68
DEPARTURE: JUNE 17
RETURN: SEPT. 6

INCLUDES:
Round trip

jet powered

air transportation
San Francisco/London
Transfers

between airport

and downtown

First and

last night’s accommodations
Contact

in London

BARBARA KYNE
294-2916

Addition group flights to Lisbon, London, A m st e r da m.
Vagabond Camping tours and
Student Tours available.

Group Leader
385 S. 8th, San Jose

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
coLumeo. PICTURES ...ELIZABETH ...RICHARD

IAYLOR BURTON

,...:....,0.1i),
4_

Troia. Mercer won Most Valuable Player, and
he and McElwee were selected to the Intramural All -Star Team.

quarterback
pass against
AlkCollege
blocks Ron

DELIVERY HOURS:
SUN. THRU THURS.-5 to 12
FRI. AND SAT. -4 to 2 a.m.
./,4110fh ond WILLIAM
OPEN DAILY AT 4 p.m.

Soccer Team Meets
Cal at Davis Tomorrow
A fired -up Spartan soccer team
travels to Davis tomorrow for a
conference match with the Cal
Aggies.
Fresh from a 3-1 upset win over
the University of British Columbia, the undefeated Spartans can
almost wrap up the West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
with a win over the Aggies.
SJS is the No. 1 team in the
League with a 4-0-1 record.
Davis has beaten University of
Pacific 5-0 and tied Stanford 2-2
and San Francisco State 1-1 and
is 1-2-2 in league play.
Should the Spartans beat Davis

md a weak SF’S team on ’rues day, they would win the conference and a spot in the NCAA
regionals.
Cal’s offense is sparked by center forward Ghobadi Fatrakh who
is their best scorer. Also moving
the ball will be Bob Dobson and
Sim Bannerman.
When Davis played the University of California recently, they
looked good for three quarters
until the Bears exploded for four
goals in the final period.
The Spartans swamped the Aggies last year 10-2 as center forward Ed Storch scored five goals.
SJS played its hest WIMP of the

DELIVERY-295-3805

season Wednesday night in beating British Columbia. According
to Thunderbird coach Joe Johnson, the Spartans have "improved
100 per cent" since the two teams
met in 1965.
UBC won the first game 8-0.
The Spartans almost had two
more scores against the Thunderbirds when Henry Camacho twice
had a one-on-one situation with
the goalie but couldn’t score.
Spartan goal keeper Frank Mangiola played his finest game this
year against the Thunderbirds and
got revenge on the team that
scored eight times on him two
years ago.

* NOW *

STUDENT RATE: $1.50; $2 FRI. 6 SAT. EVE.
SCHEDULE,...
244-8543
Wednesday 2 P.M.
mounli,e Shopp.ng Tenter
Sat., Sun., Hall. 2 & 430 P.M.
Sun. thru Thurs. 7 & 930 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. Eve. 7:30 & 10 P.M.
8Ird
El Com.no ’Real and Ale!,
NO RESERVED SEATS
5400 Clara
Tickets Available at Box Office at Feature Tin-le

CINEMA 150

PUgY AT GO GO
AT THE BRASS RAIL
SHOWS TO COME

STUDIO
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

SIDNEY POITIER
"TO SIR,
WITH LOVE"
"GEORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD
NOW PLAYING

aite

NOV. 16 - NOV. 21

JODY MILLER

292-6779

LOS ALTOS
948 5212

internationd
DOWNTOWN LOS ALTOS

.3

UGARDE

1

ROY HEAD
DEC. 14

DEC. 19

THE COASTERS

SPECIAL

JODY MILLER
"WALKS LIKE A MAN"
"QUEEN OF THE HOUSE"

DELTA ZETA SORORITY
201 S. 11th St.

****** ***** ***starlit***
MATINEE SHOW
THURS. & FRI.
5 TO 8 P.M.

NOW APPEARING
********************

TARA

6 GO GO GIRLS
KARY
LINDA
SUSIE

AND HER TWO I2 -ft.
BOA CONSTRICTORS

BAMBI
PAT
TOBIE

FEATURING
LAS VEGAS TYPE SHOWS
NO COVER CHARGE
50c DRAFT BEER
DURING SHOW TIME
COME TO
WHERE THE ACTION IS
COME TO
THE BRASS RAIL

ALSO

"DIAMOND JIM"
& THE KARATS

ALL YOU CAN EAT

IMIILC

CY. 3-1963
1._;01ititittotis Da i 1 y
ENDS It ESD tY

B OD ., E.,.:, T,\
DYLAN

Student Rates w/ASB card
II. PORTRAIT OF

Tli 11 fl’Itlf11;RVP(114 ’IN 7SIZI(n
INFI.1 ENCI: 0\ PH TI! IN THE
It OR!.!) 1011.41-S. F. CHRONICLE
"A FANTASTIC

L. A. III itliii(.;)1’":"

m’
r.t

s,

1
-

swag noreAAIrRAINADIERTNI
.11111.05111

BRIDGE

’
y

3010 GEARY
SAN FRANCISCO
751-3212

Air
nei

IN THE JOHN HUSTONRAY SIARK PRODUCTION

WillK
.

REFLECTIONS
IN A
GOLDEN
EYE

DONT LOOK BACK

1
OSK.

A Film Bs’ D. A Pormehaker

acme

WILD CO -HIT

THE BEATLES "HELP

Livee

Ifiney Ntion

1’ ’

,

, ,I,

1.4.

C.+,

STUDENT RATE WITH ASS CARD

111E AGONY
AN
NE e Pli
Emui

*****

SANDPIPERS

IMPON.LnA
.00 PM.
P801111011
OPOVIIIPIV

aviaPPOPOI I.. teal

OP

CHARLTON NESTOR
REX HARRISON

NO COVER CHARGE
On
I

I

W.! II le

1

POO

ONE COMPLETE SHOW
"STEAL’’ at 7:00 p.m.
"AGONY" at 9:15 p.m.
DRCY
fia
nemmun
MIXTTi Co R .

HOW TO
SITC815rsit
nnam.!X
a nu LLion

11.0.
P1.1POPIN,A

.
OP 1. alarm

i

’ignite’

MOO IINLUIE

STARTS NOV. 1616 DIRECT FROM S.F. FILM FESTIVAL
"HOW I WON THE WAR"
/

COLOR

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
ENDS NOV. 15th

20th Century f ox Prese,,i,

AMATEUR NITE
EVERY WEDNESDAY

160 Mt. View Alois

PLAYING

ENGAGMENT

552 5 Ekabcom
295 /238

accident

[summons row mom Alediakele)
Nnew Ay It’ "I
RoluevoIN RAY TARS
1A1
ococurevelirenlIN111111111.111111111.

SAN JOSE

EXCLUSIVE

"Like a punch in the chest.
Put together breath by breath,
look by look, lust by lust, lie by lie.
A compelling film!"
Nr -Jack Kroll, NEWSWEf K

Ilk*

Road, Hear Lockheed

NOW

Bl, biink)

ALL THIS AND
NO COVER CHARGE

THE BRASS RAIL

3rd b. SANTA CLARA

*We-etc 4",i/eillidie.wri/ .iheedie4

FEATURING JIMMY MAMON

!ONES I DINNERS 5EN110 CARY
IN 011t NNW I MIMIC NOM
TAMAR-

11

interlude

SI

SUNDAY, NOV. 12th
10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

DIAN BOG4ND1 UAW, WIN
AND lACOUILINI SASSAAR IN
tit CC/UE.41011V POODUCTION

ELIZABETH
TAYLOR
MARLON
BRANDO

$ 1 99
1,,,,,,,irr
DINNER

,STEAK

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE

FASHION SHOW MON. through FRI. AT NOON

APPEARING NEXT WEEK
THURSDAY NOV. 16

i, ..e.*.,:,-,,
:."t -..-,...,..
-1641i. .,,
-.

"PANCAKE BREAKFAST"

"Accident’ is quality film. Immensely
absorbing, richly acted!"
-Richard L. Coe, Washington Post

"HOW I WON THE WAR"
JOHN LENNON
MICHAEL CRAWFORD

,

RIO Town & Country Village
San Jose

"A brilliant achievement. One of the most
dramatically compelling and technically
perfect films to appear here in some time!"
-Milton Berliner, Washington Daily News

RICHARD LESTER’S

sa. j...40 Bassett St.

//WIC

ACCIDENT

NOV. 30 -DEC. 5

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294.6535

What To Do...
Where To Go...

HD MO RISERYLD SEAT INATU:A.R REIGLI

DO THIS NOW!

likeerd

N THE SURTON-EEFERELu PRODuCECN OF

THE TAMING Tomo ’llror
A OF THE SHREW

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

BEST SELECTION OF
FINE GUITARS IN
THLS AREA

,

Greek Future Rests Upon New Proposals
house, was called a "show" by the rest of the college community.
By CHARLES BETZ
many of the Greek officials when
The immediate formation of an
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Should fraternitas carry out the they met to interpret the edict at ad hoc review board to hear any
charges of alleged discrimination
a closed session in September.
anti-discrimination draft which led
Meetings between the Interim- in Greek practices.
Pres. Robert D. Clark to lift their I termty Council I IFCI. Panhellenic
A fourth clause, the penalty
probation last week, and soon - Council and the United Black Stu- clause, will empower the review
ties follow suit, a chapter on !d- dents for Action tUBSAI helped board to reprimand, suspend, or
ebit discrimination in the SJS the Greek conclave understand mi- expel a violator from the IFC.
nority problems and led to the
The final provision suggests the
Greek system may be closed.
anti-discrimination proposals sub- establishment of a dean-equivalent
But, did fraternity and sorority mitted to Dr. Clark last week.
for the Greek community. As yet,
probation mean anything in the
In order to satisfy the proba- this measure has not been refirst place? And if so, what effect
tionary provisions, the IFC pro- viewed by the administration.
will the lifting of probation have
posed:
Sororities were faced with a
on the Greek system and the colThe establishment of a public more complex problem, however.
lege community?
relations committee to encourage Because of their strong national
According to Ombudsman J.
minority participation in fraternity affiliation, the; local sororities
Benton White, the college felt the
were not able collectively to enfunctions.
Greeks had not lived up to the
The formation of a human rela- dorse an anti -discrimination draft
spirit of the law.
tions hoard to promote under- that would be acceptable to their
He said Dr. Clark’s decision to standing between the Greeks and national chapters.
place the Greeks on probation WI,:
not a punitive measure. but
period of grace" during which they
were "to get in order."
Most of the probationary iii,ivLsions proposed by Dr. Clark
8th and Santa
parently were not understood d
Home of the
either the Greek system or ft.
GOURMET HOT DOG
college community as a whole.
LONG JOHN HAMBURGER
One of the provisions, the open
- Also Featuring
STEAK - SHRIMP CHICKEN and FISH DINNERS

This situation prompted Pres.
Clark to extend their probationary
period, enabling the sorority national officers, meeting last weekend in New Orleans, to compose
an anti-discrimination draft which
could be ratified by the SJS chapters.

Friday,

8-SPARTAN DAM/

said UBSA leader Harry Edwards,
an instructor in sociology and an-

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
8:30 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 17
Auditorium
Civic
Jose
San

thropology.
Edwards said he was not extremely interested in the probationary period but hoped the
"sound policies" which Dr. Clark
endorsed would bring results.

Tickets: $2.75-$3.75-$4.75
Get your tickets now at
San Jose Box Office
o r Spartan
40 W. San Carlos

Presumably, the sorority proba"Optimistic we are; satisfied
tion will be lifted when the na- we’re not." Edwards said bluntly.
tional chapters release their proBut according to White, the
posals.
Greek "problem" has not ended.
"The ultimate proof of the He said his office will continue
(Greek) system . . . will be that to function as counsel for the
it enables the minority student to Greeks in any problems of interrush with the same degree of as- pretation or administration of
surance as any other student," their anti -bias proposals.

Toour . . ,

Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85

Too Busy to Cook?
Our Specialty: "Burgers to Go"

The Dog House

Eat.lz one,
a complete meal

Clara

And for your pleasure
CHOICE OF 3 BREAKFAST SPECIALS

55c Each

guryep Ifloade
Lira
ow,

Semer }Wells Society, 6:30 p.m..
8E2.
Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 and 9:30
p.m., Morris Dailey Audi t m ium
Friday Flicks "The Yelloe
Royce," starring Rex
Ingrid Bergman,

The durable beauty of diamonds . . . A preholidny
season hint from Hudson’s
Jewelers. See our wide selection of rings, there is one
just right for s’oii or some,
!Me

405e

to

yOU.

Use

our

convenient layaway plan for
Christmas.
Set starting at $245

Hudson’s Jewelers
Convenient Credit Areilable
293-0567

Fir.t

Parking in Bear of Store

Ilico Thitr,ility Nights

Before or After Skiing,
Get Your "Kicks" . . .
With a pair of girl -pleasing rough -outs. Sturdy and
rugged. yet right in style
for casual dates. Cool with
the
a pair of jeans. J
students who get their
-kicks" at the Working
man’s Store.

TOMORROW
s
S.I’s Dames, 9 p.m. -I am..
Anza lintel Ballroom. liar
Hoedown, country style dress.
Muslim Students Assaelat it...
7:30 pro.. ED210, Ptayer t-ne ,ing, noon. LN201.
Spartacrimp, signup for counselors in front of Cafeteria and C.,1

Men’s rough-outs
$23.99
Ladies’ rough$21.99
outs

lege Union.
Social
r11167

Work

Club,

2:30

p.m.,

International Students Organization, 3:30 p.m., Ca fet eri
"Four Families," MOVie I,y
garet Mead.
Dental Club, 9 a.rn

5204.

-Western

218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose
Open Mon. & ’Mira ’til 9

SecAm’ film,

RECORDS
CAR TAPES
4 Track - $4.98
8 Track - $5.98
ALBUMS
DOORS
BIG BROTHER
TRIP
CHUCK BERRY
STEVE MILLER
ALL $2.99

Outfitter For Men And Wromen"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE

SUN DA
Spartan Tri-C. ",
ond and San An!
’I Hear a Ness’

geak louse

Spartan Daily Classifieds

To Last

TODAY
Spartan Chinese Club, 5-12 p.m.,
Newman Center. "Mid -Semester
Dance", open to all students.

with mayonnaise, lettuce, onions, and tomatoes

545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

Beauty

7111

Spartaguide

C 1C

50c

1/1-1h. Jumbo Burger

I’

SAN FRANCISCO (API
Ferryboats between San Fran Greenbrac. in Mat-in
else and
County should be considered is
an alternative to a second deck
for the Golden Gate Bridge. according to a Sausalito maritime
authority.
Harlan Soeten, who has studied
teary systems for two years, said,
that such a system could begin
with four ferries.
They should be able to accommodate 3,000 to 4,000 persons each,
but no automobiles, he said.
"A ferry system would bring
people into San Francisco from
the population center of Mat-in
County without bringing autos."
he said.
The second deck is "an idiotic,
ridiculous, Rube Goldberg, gerrymandered plan," he said.

Music

FED UP WITH
YOUR OWN
COOKING?

When’s The Last Time You Were in

Maritime Authority
Considers Ferries

November 10, 1907

RECORDS

RECORDS
NEEDLES
PLAYERS
RADIOS
CLEANING KITS
POSTERS
SHANKAR SALE
World Pacific L.P.’s

CARRYING CASES
&
RECORD RACKS
from

99 to $6.95
ALL SINGLES

$3.99

86"

CAPITOL

S3.76 & $4.46

Hit L.P.’s of ’66 & ’67

99’

DISCORAMA RECORDS
227 S. FIRST STREET

PH. 286-5837

OPEN MON., THURS., FRI. 10 A.M. - 9 P.M.
SAT., SUN., TUES. 10 A.M. - 6:30 P.M.

HELP WANTED 141

ANNOUNCEMENTS II)

SI GETS YOU DATES for the rest of GIRL WANTED FOR part time job as
the semester. Cali your Sp3rtan Dating cashier. Excellent pay. Call 297-2002
ask for the chef. Garden City Hofbrau.
Service 297.41 4,").
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’63 SUNBEAM ALPINE, wire wheels, al.
most new - tires and top. Black with
red interior. Call 296-8253 after 5 p.m.
MG ROADSTER ’66 wh/bk, radio,
heater. wire ww tires tonneau cover.
19,000 miles. $1400. Call 292.4530. $400
below Blue Book.
’65 SUZUKI 250, 4-speed. Must sell.
Sparkling clean. Excellent cond. Call
736-1171 after 8 p.m.
’57 AUSTIN MEALY WITH overdrive.
30,000 miles on ’63 engine. New Dun
lop tires & --eeor. $875. Call 296-8912.
’60 TBIRD HDTP. Silver with black in.
and air cond. Im’"let. 298.0857.
’55 CHEVY AUTOMATIC transmission.
$199. ’61 Tempest. steed. trans. $399.
Both good cond. 294.4652.
’59 AUSTIN HEALEY. 4 new tires. R&H,
good body & interior, sound mech.
$825. Call 241.6269.
’62 VW W/ ’65 engine w/ 13.000 mi.
Body damaged but legal. Must sell
$425. 378.5885 after 5 p.m.
’59 ENG. FORD "THAMES" VAN, windows ail around. bed. Great cond. ’66
engine, $250. Call 251-8006.
’66 HONDA DREAM 300 CC. 2.500
miles. $399. Must sell. Call Phil 2947723. after 7 per.
CHEAP WHEELS: $260 buys a pair.
’64 Yamaha 250, 5 speed, clean, reliable gas -oil mix. 296.0880 6 p.m.
1967 PEUGEOT sta. war.. 7,000 miles.
$2500. Joan Hammer, 795 Morse St.,
295-9096.
’65 BUICK, SKYLARK Gran Spor,. 4speed
steering, radio, tinted
ry
--1-nols, 23,000 miles, $1895.
245
61 SPRITE. ROLL her. wide
$57S/offer. C I
^s
R/H,
.
BUICK,
clean,
’50
offer. 1,,
C’tms 323 3348 It., 6 p.m.
r

HELP WANTED: MALE - salesman.
Retail ski equip. FULL TIME 9 a.m. on.
Ski e.p. required. No others need apply.
Call 293-3068 for an appt.
WANTED: GUITAR TEACHERS. Classical and Rock & Roll. Contact Jerry
Gordon. Ferguson Music. 292.0143.
HASHERS NEEDED. Sig. to. House. 234
5, 11th St. Call 293.9320, anytime.
Good food.
FREE FLYING INSTRUCTIONS: Guarantee monthly salary, must be Jan grad.
with 20/20 vision. Men only apply, call
your U. S. Air Force at 295-2010.
BELLY DANCER WANTED to
at Jonah’s Wail Coffee House
Call Jim Nail 794.8741.
WANTED: MALE STUDENT to
,r Sun. Call
WANTED:
..rHASHERS
F . C.,il

perform
Nov. 16,
do yard
356-4804

PERSON TO exchange lite
& some babysitting for
1rd. Call 292.5779.
WANTED: GIRLS boarding
297-6860.
HOUSING

APT. RENT - I girl $55/mo. Clean,
1/2 block from SJS. 37 S. 5th St. 2976433.
ROOM FOR RENT. One girl $35/mo.
37 S. 5(h St. Clean. I/2 b’ock from
SJS. 297.6433.

FURN. HOUSE FOR RENT. Prof. on
leave Feb.-June. See Dr. Davis, Phil
Dept. or call home 378-7247.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share house with 4 others. $40/mo. 294’3352 anytime.
NEED I FEMALE ROOMMATE immediately. 428 S. 11th St. #6. $37.50/
mo, with pool. Call 298.2683, after 5
PiP1
MALE: UPPER DIVISION student to
share apt. with 3 others. 148 E. William
#4. 293.7721.
20 ACRE PARCEL. Santa Cruz Mtns.
Off County Road. $15,000. A terrific
buy at $5,000 down and terms. Call
agent 438-0400. Eves. 377-4357.
NEED I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
TO share 2 bdrm. apt. near SJS. Prefer
upper div. students. 351 S. I I th St.
It 14. 298.0977.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
new soacious apt. with 2 others. 550/
439 S. 4th St. #18 292 0853.
LOST AND FOUND 16)

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Two days

each addi
tional line

30

WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced, dependable, reasonable.
Phone 294-1313.
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates
$8 and $9 per month. Call 377.2935,
EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do all
kinds of typing or elect. type. Reason’
able rates. Call 292-3901.

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

Send

p.m. until 3 p.m.

in handy order blan1L

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
UNDEReTPNP YOU’RE LARGELY ’5E LF-TAUGHT,

Three days

Four days

Five days

2.4-0
2.90
3.40
3.90

-Ur/
---2-.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

Help Wanted (4)
[ Housing (5)
I ; I ost and I ound

AIR BAss,i,

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
LI Announcements (I)
El Automotive (2)
I i lot Sale (91

TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 769-1674.

Tuesday & Thursday

2.00--- ---Eit
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
150
3.75.50

EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term paptaa,
etc. Phone 258-4335.

11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Add this

amount for

TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Cal
243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

2

CLASSIFIED RATES
One day

fall.

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

BRITANNICA ’57 - 5 year books $60.
Remington Standard Typewriter. Long
carriage, $30. Call 292-7952,
AUTHENTIC SHIP’S HATCHCOVERS
sandblasted ready for finishing. Make
your own Spanish coffee table. We
will show you how! 59"x29".21/2".
$18.50. Call 292.5348.
FISCHER "QUICK" SKIS. Nevada toes,
Tyrnlia Cables, Ptax bottoms with poles
$35. 264.2592.
BOOST WARDROBE AT modest prices.
Clothing, accessories, all occasions.
Stanford Convalescent Thrift Shop, 30
S. Market. MF 10.4, Set. 10-2.
SKIS, HEAD, COMP. DH, 220cm, $100.
Excellent condition. Bottoms perfect.
Call 296.2674,
COLOR PHOTOS: LAGUNA SECA.
Action shots of Grand Prix. Any size,
low prices. 293-1821.

Ilnip-slines
-linos
!Ines

TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND
Term papers. Mc. Call 264-8592,

PERSONALS 171
$399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
ret,Arn Sept. 4. Etrni-h study course
MADE CONTEMPORARY included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
CUSTOM
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast PARIS. German course available too.
gold & silver. Geo. Larirnore 354-1273/ Prof. French, 9875 Sarin Monica Blvd.,
354-8200.
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729,
NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish
& Chips Shop, S. 11th & E San Carlos
Authentir recipe from the Old Country.
to 10 p.m. daily.
Open 4 r

BLIZZARD SKIS, MARKER turntable
bindings, 210 cm. $40. Cell 258.7491 or
286-6059.

3
4
5
6

EXQUISITE,
REASONABLE TYPING
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700.
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher
per page.

FOUND - ENGAGEMENT RING cor
-en of 11th & E. San Fernando. Inquire TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts,
, etc. Reasonable. Work guaran293.9908 ask for Donee.
i... i 294-3772 9 m m ’, 410 p.m.
LOST: 1/2 FRAME COLOR slides past
week. Call 286-4903 after 3 p.m. Small
TRANSPORTATION (9)
reward.

FOR SALE 131

Minimum
Three lines
One day

SERVICES 181

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
Transportation

(6) n

(9)

Print Name

For.

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN IOSE, CALIF.
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

.,_Days

